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Abstrat
We sketh a group-theoretial framework, based on the Heisenberg-Weyl group, en-
ompassing both quantum and lassial statistial desriptions of unonstrained, non-
relativisti mehanial systems. We redene in group-theoretial terms a kinematial
arena and a spae of statistial states of a system, ahieving a unied quantum-lassial
language and an elegant version of the quantum-to-lassial transition. We briey disuss
the struture of observables and dynamis within our framework.
1 Introdution.
Sine the seminal works of Weyl [1℄ and Wigner [2℄, the fundamental role of group theory
in quantum mehanis has beome an established fat. The aim of the present work is to
remark that it is possible to redene, using solely group-theoretial notions, the mathe-
matial representations of kinematial arena and state-spae in non-relativisti quantum
mehanis, suh that i) a unied language for quantum and lassial statistial desriptions
is obtained; ii) there is a natural transition mehanism, leading from a more generi quan-
tum state-spae to a lassial one. The latter is a mathematially preise formulation of
the lassial limit of quantum theory at the level of statistial desriptions. It onstitutes
the main result of our paper. Sine the literature on the subjet is enormous, let us state
it learly that our work is neither meant to be an overview of the quantization methods,
nor even an overview of various realisations of lassial limits of quantum mehanis. For
that see, e.g., Refs. [3, 4℄ and the referenes therein.
In lassial physis, statistial desription of mehanial systems is given in terms of
probability measures µ on a phase spae Γ. On the other hand, in quantum mehanis,
statistial properties are enoded into density matries ̺ ating on a Hilbert spae H.
A natural question arises how to onnet these two suh seemingly dierent formalisms
through a sort of a quantum-to-lassial transition. Obviously, suh a transition must
exists, as indiretly proven by numerous examples and more or less heuristial arguments
within all possible approahes to quantum theory. The question is rather how to write it in
a lear, preise manner in a hope to shed some light on how the lassial world appears. One
strategy, whih we adopt in this work, is rst to try to nd a ommon theoretial framework
for both quantum and lassial theories and then searh for a transition mehanism within
this framework. The standard realization of suh approah is to use Wigner [5℄ or Moyal
funtions [6℄, assoiating with every density matrix ̺ a phase-spae pseudo-probability
distribution W̺ and a orresponding pseudo-harateristi funtion χ̺ respetively (e.g.
Ref. [7℄ ontains a modern exposition). However, it is a well known fat [5, 7℄ that both
W̺ and χ̺ fail to satisfy the positivity onditions that possess their lassial analogs.
Moreover, there seems to be no diret relation between positivity of Wigner or Moyal
funtions and lassial behaviour of density matries. Whether this is a drawbak or not
∗
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in the ontext of providing a unied framework for both quantum and lassial statistis
is perhaps a matter of taste, but let us assume that it is.
The aim of our work is to point out that suh a unied language with a learly visible
quantum-to-lassial transition mehanism is ahieved if instead of working with den-
sity matries and probability measures one performs (generalized) Fourier transform and
works with (generalized) harateristi funtions. The struture, whih emerges after suh
Fourier transform is universalin both quantum and lassial ases it onsists of a ertain
group G, serving as a sort of kinematial arena (instead of a phase spae Γ or a Hilbert
spae H) and a set of normalized, positive-denite funtions φ, representing statistial
states. Reall [8℄ that a omplex funtion φ on a group G with a Haar measure dg is alled
positive-denite if it is bounded, ontinuous, and satises:∫∫
dgdhf(g)φ(g−1h)f(h) ≥ 0 for any f ∈ L1(G); (1)
by normalization we mean here that:
φ(e) = 1. (2)
In the ase when G = Rn, Eqs. (1) and (2) represent familiar properties of a harateristi
funtion of a lassial probability distribution µ on Rn [9℄. As we shall show in the sequel,
when G is non-Abelian, φ an still be viewed as a harateristi funtion, whih we all
non-ommutative harateristi funtion, but of a quantum probability distribution ̺.
And this is preisely the dierene between lassial and quantum statistis in the emerging
formalismin quantum ase group G is neessarily non-ommutative, whereas in lassial
ase it is Abelian.
In order to avoid the need for performing Fourier transform forth and bak and thus
ahieve some, at least formal, oneptual simpliity, we propose to make one step further
and postulate that a suitable group G together with a (sub)set of normalized, positive-
denite funtions φ should be taken as a basis of statistial desription of mehanial
systems, both lassial and quantum. Thus, the hange of onepts we propose to exam-
ine is the following: i) as the kinematial arena of the statistis we onsider a ertain
group G, alled kinematial group, together with its irreduible unitary representations;
ii) as mathematial representatives of statistial states of the system we onsider normal-
ized, positive-denite funtions on G. We show that suh a unied formalism is indeed
equivalent to the standard ones, upon a orret hoie of G.
The kinematial group of our approah should not be onfused with a group of symme-
try transformations of neither kinematis nor dynamis of the theory (for an alternative
programme for quantum theory, where G is taken to be a group of dynamial symmetries
see Ref. [10℄). Its role is rather to serve as a bakground for statistis (just like lassi-
al phase spae Γ or Hilbert spae H), enoding statistial properties of the system in a
proper way. For example, as we show in this work, in the ase of unonstrained mehan-
ial systems (partiles) with n degrees of freedom the right kinematial group turns out
to be the Heisenberg-Weyl group Hn [1, 8, 11℄. Intuitively, this an be understood in the
following way: sine in the standard formulation of quantum mehanis Hn is a realization
of Heisenberg unertainty priniples, it turns out that it is this information that is enough
to re-produe quantum statistis. Hene, we invert the usual role of the Heisenberg-Weyl
group and instead of treating it as a mere onsequene of the unertainty priniples, we
propose to look at it as the soure of the latter. In this sense our approah bears some sim-
ilarities to Klein's Erlangen programmeas we shall see in the sequel kinematial group
determines onvex geometry of statistial states. However, let us stress again that, unlike
in Erlangen programme, our kinematial group is not a group of symmetries.
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When viewed from the perspetive of the standard formalism, the resulting approah
losely resembles Weyl quantization [1℄. The dierene is that instead of quantizing fun-
tions on the lassial phase spae Γ = R2n, whih an be viewed as an Abelian group, we
quantize funtions on the non-Abelian group Hn ≃ R×Γ. This seemingly subtle dierene
produes, as we will show, some interesting hanges. For example, the Hilbert spae stru-
ture of quantum theory does not have to be fully and independently postulated, but to
some extent follows naturally from the onsideration of irreduible representations of Hn,
if the latter is treated as a fundamental entry of the formalism. Seond, and perhaps more
importantly, one learly sees how the lassial statistial state-spae naturally emerges
from the quantum one as Hn ollapses to one of its Abelian subgroups. Thus, the essene
of quantum-to-lassial transition in our framework is the restoration of ommutativity
of the kinematial group. In the ontext of more modern versions of quantum theory,
our formalism is losely related to the algebrai approah (see e.g. Ref. [12℄ for a deep
exposition and Ref. [4℄ for the latest trends) and, in fat, an be viewed as a onrete, but
rather non-standard, realization of the latter.
Finally, let us mention that in physial literature, the group-theoretial formalism that
we develop in the present paper was in fat initiated by Gu in Ref. [13℄. Espeially
in the ontext of providing a more oherent, as ompared to the standard Wigner and
Moyal funtions, way of desribing both quantum and lassial statistis. However, Gu
did not fully perform the reformulation of the theory and onentrated mostly on pratial
problems, treating non-ommutative harateristi funtions rather as seondary objets
with respet to the usual density matries. Neither did he examine the representation of
observables and the lassial limit (on the level of kinematis) in the resulting formalism.
In the present work we expliitly arry over the mentioned oneptual hange and treat
from the beginning non-ommutative harateristi funtions as primary objets of the
theory, while density matries or probability measures as seondary.
The plan of the work is the following: in Setion 2 we reall the basi properties of
the Heisenberg-Weyl group. In Setion 3 we develop the group-theoretial formalism and
present our version of the quantum-to-lassial transition. In Setion 4 we sketh the
group-theoretial representation of observables and briey omment on the dynamis in
our sheme. Then, in Setion 5, we show with two physial examples how the lassial
transition in our language works in pratie. It should be kept in mind however that the
objetive of this work is not to develop pratial methods of alulating lassial limits of
density matries, but rather to put quantum-to-lassial transition in a mathematially
rigorous form. The onluding remarks are gathered in Setion 6.
2 Heisenberg-Weyl group
The basi objet of our study will be the Heisenberg-Weyl group Hn, where n is the number
of degrees of freedom of the onsidered mehanial system. Thus, at this moment we x
the kinematial group: G = Hn. The group Hn an be identied with a spae R×R
n×Rn,
equipped with the following multipliation law:
(s,η, ξ) · (s′,η′, ξ′) :=
(
s+ s′ +
1
2
ω[(η, ξ), (η′, ξ′)],η + η′, ξ + ξ′
)
, (3)
where (s,η, ξ) are the oordinates and:
ω =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. (4)
In the sequel we will interhangeably denote group elements by g, h, . . . or by the orre-
sponding oordinates. The Haar measure dg on Hn is just ds d
nξ dnη.
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In what follows we will need irreduible, unitary (and strongly ontinuous) represen-
tations of Hn. They are haraterized by the Stone-von Neumann Theorem (see e.g. Refs
[8, 11℄). Let us briey reall their struture. There is a family of innite-dimensional
representations T λ , R ∋ λ 6= 0:
T λ(s,η, ξ) = e−iλs exp
[
i
λ
(ηj qˆj − ξj pˆj)
]
(5)
(throughout the work the repeated indies are summed over), where the self-adjoint gen-
erators qˆ, pˆ satisfy on the ommon domain:
[qˆj , pˆk] = iλδjk, (6)
and a family of one-dimensional representations T 0
q,p, labelled by points (q,p) ∈ R
2n
:
T 0
q,p(s,η, ξ) := e
i(ηjqj−ξjpj) . (7)
From experiment we know that the representation realized in Nature is T ~ with λ = ~.
3 Group-theoretial approah
In order to expose the quantum-to-lassial transition mehanism, we adopt the strategy
that rst a suitable unied quantum-lassial statistial framework should be developed.
Traditionally, a searh for suh a framework has been interpreted as a searh for quantum
analogs of lassial probability distributions. In ase of mehanial systems one thus
follows Moyal [6℄, and denes a phase-spae harateristi funtion (also known as the
Moyal funtion) orresponding to a given density matrix ̺ by:
χ̺(η, ξ) := tr
(
̺ exp
[
i
~
(ηj qˆj − ξj pˆj)
])
. (8)
One passes then to its Fourier transformthe Wigner funtion [5, 6℄:
W̺(q,p) :=
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π~)2n
e
− i
~
(ηjqj−ξjpj)χ̺(η, ξ), (9)
in the hope to obtain an analog of a lassial probability distribution. However, this
attempt failsas we have mentioned in the Introdution, Wigner funtion (9) is generially
non-positive on the lassial phase spae Γ = R2n. Moreover, there seems to be no universal
relation between positivity of W̺ and lassial behaviour of density matries: there are
density matries showing what is generally aepted as genuine quantum behaviour, and
nevertheless possessing positive Wigner funtions (for example, so alled, squeezed states
[7℄).
There has been developed some methods to get around the above diulty. One of
them is to replae the abstrat denitions (8) and (9) by operational ones, i.e. involving
presribed interation with an external referene partile. This allows one to onstrut a
positive phase-spae probability distribution (see e.g. Ref. [14℄). Another way of produing
a positive phase-spae probability distribution is to use the Glauber-Sudarshan oherent
states |α〉 [15, 11℄, and assign to eah density matrix ̺ the Husimi funtion, also known
as the Q-representation, 〈α|̺α〉 (see e.g. Ref. [16℄).
In ontrast to the approahes mentioned above, we propose, following Ref. [13℄, an
alternative way towards the uniation of languages of quantum and lassial statistis.
Instead of searhing for positive phase-spae probability distributions for density matri-
es, let us rather hange the objet of our interest and look at the properly generalized
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harateristi funtions. Observe that the lak of positivity of W̺(q,p) is mathematially
related to the fat that harateristi funtion (8) generially is not positive-denite (.f.
Eq. (1)) on R
2n
[17℄. Gu noted in Ref. [13℄ that if one replaes the standard denition
(8) by, in our opinion, more logial one:
φ̺(g) := tr
[
̺T ~(g)
]
= e−i~sχ̺(η, ξ) , (10)
then suh dened funtion φ is positive-denite on Hn and is also normalized: φ(e) =
1, where e = (0,0,0) is the neutral element. Hene, as we have mentioned earlier, it
possesses all the features of a lassial harateristi funtion of a probability distribution.
However, unlike the latter, φ̺ is dened on the non-Abelian group Hn, rather than on R
2n
.
This justies the terms kinematial group for Hn and non-ommutative harateristi
funtion for φ̺. Note that one annot straightforwardly apply the usual Fourier transform
to φ̺, as it was done in Eq. (9). Rather Eq. (10) is a non-ommutative Fourier transform
of the density matrix ̺.
Motivated by the above observation, we propose to examine the following alternative
onstrution of quantum statistis of an unonstrained mehanial system
1
:
• treat the group Hn as the basi entry of the formalism, whih sets up the kinematial
arena;
• take as statistial states of the system (abstrat at this moment) normalized, positive-
denite funtions φ on Hn; the set of suh funtions will be denoted by P1(Hn) and
it is a onvex subset of the set of all ontinuous, bounded funtions on Hn.
Heuristially, the appearane of Hn rather than Γ may be explained as follows: Hn =
R × R2n ≃ R × Γ, so we may view (to some extent) Hn as an extension of the lassial
phase spae. The additional degree of freedom, labelled by s, per point of Γ an be then
attributed to quantum-mehanial phase, whih is supported by the multipliation law (3)
and the form of generi representations (5). This phase degree of freedom is generally non-
ompat (it is dieomorphi to R), but from Eq. (5) we see that one we work in a xed
representation of Hn, whih we will do in what follows, it eetively beomes U(1). This
makes our formalism loosely resemble Kaluza-Klein theory [19℄an approah to uniation
of Maxwell and general relativity theories. There one extends spae-time through adding
(in a loal way) a phase degree of freedom at eah spae-time point. By introduing
a suitable parallel transport on this 5-dimensional spae and postulating an analog of
Einstein equations one then reovers oupled gravitational and Maxwell elds. Of ourse
the analogy is only distant, as we are not introduing a parallel transport on our extended
phase spae, but rather the group struture (f. Eq. (3)). The motivation for the hoie
of states is more straightforwardin both in lassial and quantum ases harateristi
funtions possess the same features, provided they are properly dened through Eq. (10).
However, the whole P1(Hn) turns out to be too large. This happens beause a generi
φ ∈ P1(Hn) ontains ontributions from all possible representations of Hn, while we know
that only one of them is realized in Nature. To identify the set of physially relevant
states within P1(Hn) and reover the standard density matrix formalism, we use Gelfand-
Naimark-Segal (GNS) onstrution (see e.g. Ref. [8℄). Although this is the fundamental
tool in algebrai approahes to quantum theory, note that here we are using it in a dierent
manner. In partiular, we are not starting from a C∗-algebra of observables, but rather
from the kinematial group [20℄. Using the GNS onstrution we an uniquely (up to a
unitary transformation) assign to eah abstrat state φ ∈ P1(Hn) a triple (Hφ, πφ, vφ),
where πφ is a representation of Hn ating in a Hilbert spae Hφ, vφ is a normalized yli
1
For a similar approah, based on ovariane systems see Ref. [18℄
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vetor, and:
φ(g) = 〈vφ|πφ(g) vφ〉 . (11)
The representation πφ is generially reduible. It is irreduible if and only if φ is an
extreme point of the state-spae P1(Hn). Suh states will be alled pure. Motivated by
the ommutation relations (6), we all physial states those abstrat states, for whih πφ
is a ountable multiple of T ~: πφ =
⊕
i T
~
, Hφ =
⊕
iH~, sine then:
φ(g) = 〈vφ|
⊕
i
T ~(g)vφ〉 =
∑
i
〈vi|T
~(g)vi〉 = tr[˜̺φT ~(g)], (12)
where vi's are the omponents of vφ in eah opy of H~, and:
˜̺φ :=∑
i
pi
∣∣ vi
||vi||
〉〈 vi
||vi||
∣∣ , pi := ||vi||2 , ∑
i
pi = ||vφ||
2 = 1 . (13)
Hene, to eah physial state φ we may assign a positive trae-lass operator ˜̺φ in H~,
representing φ. From Eqs. (5) and (12) we infer that physial states are of a speial form:
φ(s,η, ξ) = e−i~sχ(η, ξ), (14)
where χ is simply the standard harateristi funtion (8) of ˜̺φ.
The onverse also holds, i.e. eah abstrat state φ of the form (14) is physial and we
an uniquely assign to it a density matrix ̺φ. This has been in fat proven in Ref. [13℄.
The operator ̺φ is dened as follows:
̺φ :=
∫ 2π
~
0
ds
(2π)2
∫
d
nξ dnη
(2π~)n−1
φ(g)T ~(g)†, (15)
(provided the above integral exists in the sense of matrix elements, for whih it is suient
that χ ∈ L1(R2n)). Sine tr
(
exp
[
i
~
(ηj qˆj − ξj pˆj)
])
= (2π~)n δn(ξ)δn(η), we have that:
φ̺φ(g) = tr
[
̺φT
~(g)
]
= φ(g), (16)
and hene formula (15) an be viewed as the inverse, with respet to the denition (10),
non-ommutative Fourier transform. From Eq. (16) and the uniqueness of the GNS
onstrution, it then follows that ̺φ is the same (up to unitary rotation) as the density
matrix ˜̺φ from Eq. (12). The representation (11) is reovered by spetrally deomposing
̺φ and then going bak from Eq. (12) to Eq. (11). Moreover, if we look from the standard
formalism point of view, then we also have ̺φ̺ = ̺ (sine matrix elements of T
λ
satisfy
orthonormality relations like matrix elements of an irreduible representation of a ompat
group; see Ref. [13℄).
Hene, physially relevant states are faithfully represented by funtions φ ∈ P1(Hn) of
the form (14)
2
. Please note that restrition to the above form does not break any group
symmetry, sine the kinematial group Hn is not supposed to at on the abstrat state-
spae P1(Hn) as a group of symmetries. This spei form only xes the representation
appearing in the GNS onstrution to the physially relevant one with λ = ~. From now
on we will assume that we work only with the physial states. We have thus ahieved the
desired reformulation of the standard theory. Density matries are now seondary objets,
2
In fat, for establishing this orrespondene we ould have used only the formulas (10) and (15), but the
GNS onstrution is more generalit an be arried out on an arbitrary loally ompat group.
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onstruted from the physial states and the proper representation of the kinematial
group through Eq. (15) (or the GNS onstrution). We stress that we are dealing here
with quantum statistis only, as the notion of the linear superposition seems not to be
easily visible in the group-theoretial language. Nevertheless the linear struture pertains
in our formalism through the GNS onstrution. It is then an interesting question weather
some modiation of the group-theoretial framework an be used for onstrution of a
non-linear generalization of quantum mehanis.
The main benet of the presented reformulation lies, in our eyes, in that it provides a
natural transition to the regime ~ = 0, in whih one reovers lassial statistis. Indeed, if
we aept that what is experimentally available are density matries (for example through
the state tomography tehnique), then we are led to study the irreduible representations
of the kinematial group in the ase ~ = 0. As an be seen from Eq. (7), the irreduible
representations of Hn beome in this regime eetively the irreduible representations of
the Abelian fator-group Hn/{(s, 0, 0); s ∈ R} = R
2n
, parametrized by (η, ξ). Thus the
phase degree ollapses and the kinematial group turns into the lassial phase spae.
Hene, the states that we are naturally led to onsider are now funtions from P1(R
2n).
We do not have to worry about xing the right, physial representation, like in Eq. (14),
as it is already xed by setting ~ = 0  these are the representations (7). The ruial point
is that Bohner's Theorem [8℄ states that the funtions from P1(R
2n) are in an one-to-one
orrespondene with Borel probability measures on the dual group R̂2n, isomorphi to
R
2n
[8℄. The duality 〈·, ·〉 is provided by the representation T 0
q,p itself: 〈(q,p), (η, ξ)〉 :=
T 0
q,p(η, ξ), (q,p) ∈ R̂
2n
. Thus, in the lassial regime our states, i.e. funtions φ ∈
P1(R
2n), an be uniquely identied with Borel probability measures µφ on R̂2n ⋍ R
2n
and
the latter spae plays the role of the lassial phase spae of the system (at least in the
ontext of statistial desription). As a result, we reover lassial statistial desription
of the system.
In the ase that φ ∈ P1(R
2n) is also in L1(R2n), or if we allow for distributions, we
an expliitly reover µφ through the analog of the integral (15), whih now beomes the
usual Fourier transform (we only manually adjust the onstant multiplying the measure):
dµφ = φˆ(q,p) d
nqdnp , (17)
φˆ(q,p) :=
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π)2n
φ(η, ξ)T 0
q,p(g)
† =
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π)2n
φ(η, ξ) e−i(ηjqj−ξjpj), (18)
and φˆ is a lassial probability density in the phase-spae.
When applied to omposite systems, the above reasoning reveals one interesting aspet
of quantum entanglement (see e.g. Ref. [21℄ for an introdution into the subjet). Namely,
when passing to the lassial regime, the underlying kinematial group beomes Abelian
and the orresponding lassial states loose the ability to get entangled, sine probability
measures on Cartesian produts an always be represented as suitable limits of onvex
ombinations of produt measures. Hene, the very existene of quantum entanglement
may be linked, within our formalism, to the non-Abelian harater of the kinematial
group. More detailed study of the onnetion between group-theoretial methods and
entanglement is disussed elsewhere [22℄.
4 Remarks on observables and dynamis
In this Setion we briey remark on the representation of observables and dynamis in
our group-theoretial language. We will not be very detailed and mathematially strit
here, but rather present a general outline. The easiest observables to deal with are those
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represented by trae-lass operators in the standard language. In our reformulation they
are given by omplex ontinuous funtions F from L1(Sn), Sn := [0, 2π/~] × R
2n ⊂ Hn,
satisfying:
F (g−1) = F (g). (19)
The mean value of F in a state φ is dened as:
〈F 〉φ :=
∫
Sn
dg φ(g)F (g) , (20)
where we have resaled dg so that it is now equal to dg =
[
(2π)2(2π~)n−1
]−1
ds dnξ dnη.
The integral (20) is well dened due to the boundedness of φ. To establish the onnetion
with the standard representation of an observable (for the onnetion to the algebrai
approah see remark [20℄), note that to eah suh F we an assign a hermitian operator
AF by a formula analogous to Eq. (15):
AF :=
∫
Sn
dgF (g)T ~(g). (21)
The above integral exists, in the sense of matrix elements, as F ∈ L1(Sn). On the other
hand, to eah trae-lass observable A we an assign a ontinuous funtion FA by an analog
of Eq. (10):
FA(g) := tr[AT
~(g)†]. (22)
Using the same arguments as in the ase of density matries, one an easily show that
FAF = F and AFA = A, thus establishing the orrespondene between trae-lass observ-
ables and funtions satisfying Eq. (19).
In the ase of observables not representable by trae-lass operators, one has to allow
for distributions. We will not investigate here whih exatly distribution spae one needs
to onsider in order to over all relevant observables, but only write down the distributions
Fqj and Fpj representing the generators qj and pj :
Fqj (s,η, ξ) = i~ (2π~)
n
exp
[
i~s−
η2j
4~
]
δn(ξ) δ(η1) . . . ∂ηj δ(ηj) . . . δ(ηn) (23)
Fpj (s,η, ξ) =−i~ (2π~)
n
exp
[
i~s−
ξ2j
4~
]
δn(η) δ(ξ1) . . . ∂ξjδ(ξj) . . . δ(ξn). (24)
Higher order polynomials in qj and pj are proportional to higher order derivatives of
Dira's delta.
As we have mentioned in the Introdution, the above proedure of reovering standard
formalism from the group-theoretial one losely resembles Weyl quantization. Very briey,
Weyl proposed to assign with eah Fourier-representable funtion F on the lassial phase
spae Γ
F (q,p) =
∫
d
nξdnη Fˆ (η, ξ) e
i
~
(ηjqj−ξjpj)
(25)
an operator
AWeylF :=
∫
d
nξdnη Fˆ (η, ξ) e
i
~
(ηj qˆj−ξj pˆj)
(26)
A omparison of Eq. (26) with Eqs. (21) and (15) shows that we basially substitute Γ
with Hn in the original Weyl formalism. As we have shown in the preeding Setion, this
substitution leads to some onrete benets.
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Let us move to the representation of dynamis in our language. The dynamial law
takes a form of a dierential equation imposed on a path t 7→ φt, whih should be equivalent
to the von Neumann equation for the orresponding density matrix ̺t. In fat, this
equation was derived and analyzed in Ref. [13℄ and we merely quote it here:
i~
∂φt
∂t
=
[
H
(
− i~∂η +
1
2
ξ, i~∂ξ +
1
2
η
)
−H
(
− i~∂η −
1
2
ξ, i~∂ξ −
1
2
η
)]
φt , (27)
where H(q,p) is the Hamiltonian, whih for simpliity we assume to be of the form
H(q,p) = T (p) + V (q) with T and V analytial. Note that due to the property (14), Eq.
(27) is, modulo the phase fator, just the quantum Liouville equation [7℄, but imposed on
the harateristi funtion χ(η, ξ) rather than on the Wigner funtion W (q,p).
In the lassial limit, as we have argued before, the kinematial group eetively ol-
lapses to the lassial phase spae Γ = R2n and observables beome funtions (or distri-
butions) on Γ. The ondition (19) now reads:
F (−η,−ξ) = F (η, ξ), (28)
and from Eqs. (21) and (7) we obtain that:
AF (q,p) =
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π)2n
F (η, ξ)e−i(ηjqj−ξjpj). (29)
Thus, observables orrespond now to real (beause of the ondition (28)) funtions on the
phase-spae R̂2n. Using Eqs. (17), (18), and (29) the state average (20) beomes simply
the average of AF (q,p) with respet to the measure µφ, dened by the state in question
φ:
〈F 〉φ =
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π)2n
F (η, ξ)φ(η, ξ) =
∫
dµφ(q,p)AF (q,p). (30)
To omplete the piture, note that the lassial limit of the dynamial law (27) for
H(q,p) = p2/2m + V (q) reprodues (upon resaling of η, ξ - see the next Setion) the
lassial Liouville equation [13℄.
5 Examples of lassial limits
Here we briey show with two physial examples how the proedure of moving to lassial
regime ~ = 0 works in pratie. However, let us stress again that it is not the goal of this
work to develop another tool for studying lassial limits of quantum states, but rather
to examine how the formalism of non-ommutative harateristi funtions leads to the
more oherent quantum-lassial language and the natural desription of lassial limit
of quantum statistis. Sine onrete examples of physially interesting states has been
available to us in terms of density matries ̺ anyway, we have to start from them. From
this perspetive, our approah obviously brings nothing new to the standard methods of
Wigner and Moyal funtions, as an it be seen from Eq. (14). Thus, we repeat that the
main goal of the present work is oneptual rather than pratial.
The presription for taking lassial limits is rather simple: use the basi formula (10)
to alulate φ̺ for a given matrix ̺ [13℄. Next, hek if there exists, in the distributive
sense, a limit lim~→0 φ̺ (point limits are too restritive). If a state φ is to possess a lassial
limit at all, we naturally expet that
(
lim~→0 φ
)
∈ P1(R
2n), or in other words
(
lim~→0 φ
)
should be a lassial harateristi funtion. If that is the ase, we an use the presription
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(17-18) to retrieve the orresponding probability measure. If not, i.e. lim~→0 φ does not
exists, or is not in P1(R
2n), then the state in question does not possess the lassial limit.
To illustrate the proedure, let us rst onsider onvex mixtures of oherent states, i.e.
density operators ̺ with a positive Glauber-Sudarshan P -representation [15℄:
̺ =
∫
R2
dµ(α,α)|α〉〈α|, (31)
where α := 1√
2~
(q + ip) and µ is a probability measure on the lassial phase-spae R2.
We stress that we onsider oherent states here purely kinematialy, without any expliit
or impliit relation to the dynamis. They are dened as the isotropi states minimizing
the Heisenberg unertainty relations, arising from Eq. (6) and their partiular importane
for quadrati Hamiltonians does not onern us here.
Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (10) we obtain:
φ̺(s, η, ξ) =
∫
dµ(q, p) e−i~s exp
[
−
1
4~
(ξ2 + η2) +
i
~
(qη − pξ)
]
. (32)
At a rst glane, the last term in the integrand in Eq. (32) does not seem to possess
any meaningful distributive limit when ~ → 0. That would be quite ounterintuitive, as
the matries of the form (31) show a lassial-like behaviour: for example the averages
of normally ordered observables are equal to the phase-spae averages with respet to
µ. However, note that the parameters η, ξ are just some arbitrary oordinates on the
Heisenberg-Weyl group and we are free to re-sale them. Atually, the spei form of the
operator T ~ in Eq. (5) was motivated by the physial dimensional analysis (the argument
of the exponential funtion should be physially dimensionless) and in order to reover the
group multipliation law (3) one has to re-sale η, ξ by ~. From another point of view, this
resaling is suggested by the Wigner funtion (9), whih an be rewritten as follows:
W̺(q,p) =
∫
d
nξdnη
(2π)2n
e
−i(ηjqj−ξjpj)χ̺(~η, ~ξ). (33)
If we aept the above arguments, we are led to onsider:
lim
~→0
φ(s, ~η, ~ξ) (34)
instead of lim~→0 φ(s, η, ξ) as the proper lassial limit (ompare to the methods of Ref.
[16℄). Then from Eq. (32) we obtain that:
φ̺(s, ~η, ~ξ) −−−→
~→0
µˆ(η, ξ) :=
∫
dµ(q, p) ei(qη−pξ). (35)
By Bohner's Theorem (or by an easy diret inspetion) µˆ ∈ P1(R
2) and obviously the
orresponding probability measure is just the measure µ itself.
As the next example let us onsider the Fok states |m〉: ̺ = |m〉〈m|. Again, we
onsider them just as kinematial examples. From Eq. (10) we obtain that:
φ̺(s, η, ξ) = e
−i~s
e
− 1
4~
(ξ2+η2)Lm
[ 1
2~
(ξ2 + η2)
]
, (36)
where Lm(x) = m!
∑m
k=0(−1)
kxk/[(m − k)!(k!)2] is the m-th order Laguerre polynomial.
Just for illustration's sake, we will onsidered here a rather uninteresting limit ~→ 0 of the
xed Fok state m = onst. Obviously, this limit does not have muh physial sense, but
from a purely formal point of view the vetors |m〉 are legitimate states in the kinematial
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spae L2(R) and it is a legitimate question to ask what are their lassial limits. Using
the presription (34) we obtain that:
φ̺(s, ~η, ~ξ) −−−→
~→0
1, (37)
whih is trivially a funtion from P1(R
2). Hene, after performing the Fourier transform
of (37), all the matries |m〉〈m| are mapped in the lassial limit to the same probability
measure δ(q)δ(p). Of ourse, one would expet that from the form of the energy spetrum
of a harmoni osillator, but as we said before, we onsider the limit (37) only as a formal
exerise. The physially sensible lassial limit of the Fok states is given by ~ → 0,
m → ∞, ~m = onst. In this limit one indeed reovers the lassial miroanonial
distribution funtion of the harmoni osillator, as it was proven in Ref. [23℄ using the
losely related method of Wigner funtions.
6 Conluding remarks
The next logial step would be to try to apply the developed formalism to systems with
ompat kinematial groups, like, for example, spin systems with G = SU(2). The goal
would be to desribe the well known heuristi presription: ~ → 0, j → ∞, j~ = onst,
where j labels the irreduible representations of SU(2), within the presented group-
theoretial formalism. One problem immediately arises: the orresponding lassial phase-
spae is a sphere S
2
[11℄ and Bohner's Theorem, ruial to our approah, holds only for
Abelian groups. Thus, it is not so obvious what mehanism would allow one to reover
lassial statistis in this ase. This is the subjet of our further researh (for an alterna-
tive approah using o-adjoint orbits method see e.g. Ref. [24℄; for another one based on
non-ommutative spheres see e.g. Ref. [25℄).
Another point is that at this stage our approah laks a lear operational meaning of the
mathematial onepts involved. Perhaps the most operationally avoured reformulation
of quantum theory is the one given by the quantum logi and orthomodular latties (see
Refs. [26, 27℄ for an introdution), as it operates diretly with the probabilities of outomes
of (idealized) measurements. It also very oherently inorporates lassial and quantum
statistis within a ommon language. However, it omes with its own set of problems: the
justiation for the use of Hilbert spaes for building the lattie and the apparent lak of a
lear quantum-to-lassial transition mehanism within the formalism. Note that another
problem: the justiation for the lattie orthomodularity, was solved only very reently
by Grinbaum [28℄, using information-theoretial arguments.
Summarizing, our work presents an alternative to the standard as well as to the alge-
brai and lattie approahes to quantum statistis. It inorporates an elegant form of the
quantum-to-lassial transition. By the latter we mean a lear mehanism of showing how
the lassial state-spae diretly arises from the quantum one.
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